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Overview:

• Mouchel and KPMG appointed to support New Anglia LEP, Norfolk CC and 

Suffolk CC

• Development of economic futures for the region in 2030, 2040 and 2050 with 

associated scenarios for the development of the region’s transport system

Activities:

• Development of three economic futures reflecting local policy objectives

• Evaluation of transport scenarios (i.e. what technologies will be available to 

meet the requirements) and strategies (i.e. how transport policy should 

respond to such changes) corresponding to the selected economic futures

• Presentation of a trajectory based on three future points (2030, 2040 and 

2050), discussing feedback loops between the economic futures and transport 

scenarios and strategies

Output: 

• Promotional document for Future of the East describing the future economic 

and transport scenarios 

• An associated evidence report for internal use

Our programme of work



Develop associated transport strategies

Develop possible economic futures

Identify implications for different transport requirements

Understanding the vision and key drivers, including for each sector

Economic and transport review of the region

Our approach



















Changing transportation
• Long established Road / rail / air and 

water based eco-system

• Comprising public transport / shared 

transport / private transport / freight

• Expectations / needs are evolving

• Rapid pace of change

• New operational models

• Behavioural impacts 

• Technology disruptors

• Global trends



Future pressures

• Economic performance 

• Societal / behavioural change

• Aging / growing population

• Changing skills requirements

• Production / consumption change

• Freight growth / change

• Housing growth / change

• City centre / urban intensification

• Rural needs / challenges

• Modal shift / diversification

• National policy evolution

• Local network changes

• Regional planning / network changes

• Global trends / disruptions



Global technology trends / disruptors –
each impact transport, society & economy

• Digital connectivity – movement of information between 

people, other people and assets

• Artificial Intelligence and cognitive thinking – the application 

of self-learning systems

• Automation and robotics – the replacement of humans with 

technology

• Propulsion and energy – the decarbonisation of energy 

consumption

• Materials science – the development of new approaches to 

material production and use

• Additive / on-demand manufacturing (inc. 3D printing) – dis-

integration of production using advanced manufacturing

• Collaborative consumption – the sharing of services and 

assets



Transport and socio-economic 

interlinkages to trends / disruptors

• Transport response and application

• Transportation impacts on society and the 

economy

• Socio-economic response and 

application

• Socio-economic impacts on transportation

• Influence of changing economic sectors on 

job opportunities, land use & movement

• Therefore, what might 2030, 2040 and 2050 

look like?

• And, what might of transport requirements 

be?



Economic Sectors

Strategic Economic Plan, core & growth sectors:

• Agriculture food and drink

• Financial services and insurance

• Port and logistics

• Tourism and culture

• Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering

• Agri-tech

• Energy

• ICT and Digital Creative

• Life Sciences

Additional sectors with significant levels of employment:

• Construction

• Public administration, education and health



Future transportation in New Anglia?

• What might changes in types of employment mean?

• Changes in housing, can our networks cope?

• Urban intensification, what does it mean for transportation?

• Trunk haul, last mile freight and distribution, what next?

• Agri-tech investment, impacts on transport?

• Home and hub working, myth or future reality?

• Impact of the ‘gig’ economy on transportation needs?

• What will public vs. shared vs. personal transport look like?

• Peak car ownership, have we reached it?

• Infrastructure investments, in what, when and where?

• Aging population, how can transport contribute?

• Will things really change, if so by when?

- some questions to prompt thoughts
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